This paper has two purposes. One is to improve our understanding of competition by expanding bases of thought from models in economics to models from biology, globalization, and social-psychology. As used in this paper, "competition" is defined as a struggle between two or more entities for possession of something that is scarce and prized. The paper's other purpose is to draw managerial implications from each model, to provide guidance for marketing decision makers attempting to achieve strategic competitive advantage. As used in this paper, "strategic competitive advantage" is defined as the long-term ability of an enterprise to offer superior value to the marketplace (Day and Wensley, 1988; Porter, 1985) .
Essentially, then, the paper attempts to answer these two questions:
• What does it mean to compete, based on the four models? • What insights do the models give marketing managers in making strategic decisions?
The following sections in this paper review and explain economic, biological, globalization, and socialpsychological models of competition. The sections necessarily are abbreviated-the literature that details each of these models is enormous. After each discussion, the section draws managerial implications.
Economic Models of Competition
The economic models of competition begin with the idea of exchange between buyers and sellers as a way to increase or create utility for each party. Buyers and sellers enter an exchange in fundamentally different positions in terms of assortment utilities that each party possesses. Both parties leave an exchange in improved positions-the buyer's position is improved by an addition to his assortment of goods and experiences; the seller's in terms of more money or other assets. In short, exchange is motivated by perceptions of increases in the utility or value of post transaction assortments possessed by buyers and sellers.
Competition associated with an exchange occurs between buyers and sellers, within the set of buyers, and within the set of sellers. Buyers and sellers naturally compete with each other in the course of an exchange, each party attempting to capture greater value at the expense of the other. In India, one only has to visit a local market to experience this kind of competition; in the US, one sees it widely in industrial markets and in consumer markets for automobiles, houses, and selected services. Buyers sometimes compete with each other, again in industrial, consumer, and other markets at locations around the world. Shoppers in Moscow competed vigorously for scarce consumer goods immediately before the recent recall of the ruble. India and China competed for $ 120 million in investments made by Motorola, Inc.
While competition between buyers and sellers and competition between buyers is fundamental, the focus of this paper is on competition between sellers. Economic models of competition between sellers take one of-five forms, depending on the number of competitors and degree of product homogeneity (Eliashberg and Chatterjee, 1985) . Models reflect three types of market structure based on the number of competitors: one seller (monopoly), a few sellers (oligopoly), and many sellers. Models recognize two different types of products: homogeneous and differentiated. When the two dimensions are arranged as in Figure 1 , the five different types of economic models of competition emerge. In perfect competition, the market consists of such a large number of sellers of a homogeneous product that each has no perceptible influence on prices charged or quantities offered. Examples include Thai rice farmers and low price losman in Bali. By definition, strategic 4 competitive advantage cannot exist in perfect competition and further discussion is not possible. In pure monopolies, the market consists of a single seller (who may be highly regulated) of either a homogeneous or a differentiated product. Examples include Intel's 586 chip and, until 1988, Indian Airlines. Pure monopolies possess ultimate competitive advantage (within regulatory limits) and can be viewed as ideals, to be sought through marketing strategy.
Many businesses operate as monopolistic competitors, selling differentiated products in an industry comprising a large number of competitors. Again, the number of competitors is so large that the actions of any one have no perceptible influence on the market. Entry to the market is relatively easy and competitors act independently of each other. Examples include a Chinese manufacturer of stuffed toys and UMAX Data System, Inc. in Taiwan, a $ 40 million manufacturer of colour scanners.
Oligopolies contain just a few, relatively large competitors who offer either homogeneous or differentiated products. Oligopolistic competitors know each other, can predict with some accuracy what each other will do, and can affect the market by their own actions. Economic theory holds that oligopolists often recognize their mutual self-interest and set prices almost as if colluding. The result-at least in the short-term-is the possibility of taking marketing actions that earn "monopolistic" profits while competitors scramble to catch up. A good example of an oligopolistic competitor is Johnson Electric Holdings, Ltd. in Hong Kong, the world's second largest maker of micromoters (hair dryers, electronic locks, etc.) behind Japan's Mabuchi Motor Co.
Strategic Implications of the Economic Models
Implications of the economic models for marketing managers are as numerous as they are fundamental. This section discusses nine implications.
• Economic models are important because they stress the basics of economic competition. Products and services generate profits only by differences between their costs and their selling prices. Thus, all competitors must understand the cost and revenue structures of their products-average costs, marginal costs, marginal revenue-and the nature of customer demand or they cannot compete in the long run.
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• Economic models stress that competitive ad vantage cannot be maintained in the long run, ex cept in the case of monopolies. Supranormal profits always attract new competitors, like bees to honey. Thus, competitors possessing competitive ad vantage must move quickly to benefit from their advantage, must take action to protect their com petitive advantage, and must look constantly for new competitive advantages. Competitive ad vantage, like fame, is fleeting.
• Economic models show the value of offering the market differentiated products and services. Dif ferentiated products and services permit the com petitor to exercise some "monopoly power" where consumers will pay higher than "market" prices to obtain greater satisfaction in their consumption. Consumers, after all, are purchasing value as sociated with their consumption experience -not the physical, tangible product. Value comes either from product quality (durability, reliability, consistency) or product performance (speed, convenience, size, style).
• Economic models show the advantage (to sellers) of having only a few competitors, making it easier to exercise monopoly power. Thus, strategies of acquiring and merging, targeting weak com petitors to force withdrawal or demise, and preventing potential competitors from entering a market can move an industry from the less attrac tive, monopolistic competition-model to an oligopoly.
• Economic models highlight the exchange of economic value between buyer and seller, where economic value is ultimately set by the purchaser. If price for an item is raised beyond this value, exchange will not occur. This idea is expressed succinctly in the idea of a value map, illustrated in Figure 2 (Buzzell and Gale, 1989) . The map shows a value relationship between relative quality or performance and relative price. Competitors strive to locate their products or services along the diagonal at either economy, average, or premium positions. Competitors strive also to move their products or services downward to the right, offering better value and gaining competitive advantage.
• Economic models indicate that competition benefits buyers at the expense of sellers. Increased competitive activity usually leads to lower prices and a reduction of economic profits; it sometimes leads to reductions in the number of competitors. . 19, No. 1, January-March 1994 Relative Quality or Performance
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Source : Buzzell and Bradley, 1989. Thus, competitors may occasionally avoid competing and instead adopt cooperative tactics and strategy for the greater good of the industry.
• Economic models stress the importance to strategy of costs, price, product differentiation, and, to some degree, advertising. The models neglect distribution (Eliashberg and Chatterjee, 1985) . Implications for strategy as proposed by two specific economic models appear below: When one firm has a cost advantage, the best strategy for rival firms may be to use different competitive tools. For example, if the lower-cost firm spends more on advertising, the best policy for rivals may be to charge a lower price, rather than to match the advertising (Gupta and Krishnan, 1967) . In highly competitive situations, all companies are likely to adopt niching strategies by specialization; in relatively noncompetitive situations, a market leader is more likely to adopt a broad-based strategy that has universal appeal while smaller competitors will again seek specialization (Ballou and Pipkin, 1980) .
• Economic models imply that relationships among competitors in the most competitive market structure-perfect competition-are almost never enemies or antagonists as arising from economic considerations. For example, two farmers usually will consider each other to be friends, not opponents or rivals, because any action either might take will have no impact on the other.
• Economic models hold that "imperfect" market structures such as a differentiated oligopoly or a monopolistic competition are quite common when one considers a definition of "market." Because of past experience, knowledge of competing alternatives, and transaction costs, buyers in many indusrial and consumer markets seldom consider more than two or three competitors for many purchases. Thus, two retailers on opposite street corners in Hong Kong are as much an oligopoly for some products and some consumers as are Apple and IBM for others. Strategies attempt to differentiate products and services such that buyers will prefer certain brands, packages, or styles and pay premiums for their favourite. Ultimately, strategies aim to develop loyal buyers who will consider no competing alternatives.
To summarize, economic models clearly describe the benefits available to firms from-achieving and maintaining a monopoly-like position. Models are well described in terms of competitors' costs, revenues, and demand functions. Competitors in any model maximize profits by producing quantities of products where marginal costs equal marginal revenues. However, economic models tend to be abstract, usually apply to a single product firm under assumptions that many managers would find them restrictive, and ignore realities of competition that highlight other models. Still, the models permit numerous strategic implications for marketing managers.
Biological Model of Competition
A biological model of competition views competitors as living organisms who compete for scarce resources in a finite environment and are governed by laws, ethics, and politics. Competitors in such a model could consist of sets of countries, companies, products, or people. For example, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan compete via government policies and expenditure to attract and support various high technology industries (Business Week, 1992) . Hong Kong opened its University of Science & Technology (the "MIT of Asia") in 1991 at a cost of over $ 450 million-and began a $ 57 million investment in an Industrial Technology Centre. Korea's goal of becoming an "advanced nation' by 2010 means preferential policies, industry subsidies, and financial support for its Advanced Institute of Science & Technology. Singapore "pampers" more than 1,000 multinationals with government-sponsored staff training, tax breaks, and subsidies. Since 1987, Singapore has spent more than $ 50 million to lure 200 scientists from in-6 stitutes around the world. Taiwan's government has spent millions since 1985 on efforts to establish a semiconductor industry and to improve infrastructure. All such efforts by the four countries mean that they compete to some degree in high technology industries.
Seen as "organisms," competing countries, companies, products, or people are conceived, born, mature, and die. As an example, consider the well known product life cycle as applied to IBM and its mainframe computers. Also as organisms, competitors develop personalities such as combative or laid-back or random, loose cannons. Competitors react to stimuli, learn, and forget. As an example, much academic and applied research in the US now is examining the phenomenon of a learning organization-how organizations can remain adaptive, receptive, flexible, and futureoriented while its managers, strategies, and policies seem to age at a rate that increases each day.
Competitors in a biological model compete for scarce resources. According to Lambkin and Day (1989) , primary resources in markets include product and process technologies that enable products to be commercialized, refined, and improved; input materials and systems that determine the cost and attractiveness of finished products in the market; infrastructure that may hasten or delay market penetration; and the market's regulatory environment. Industry resources in markets include distribution channels, suppliers, and sources of capital and personnel. All such resources are finite and captured by competitors in varying quantities. Indeed, several scholars in marketing have proposed that many markets evolve to a "natural market structure" consisting of leaders, challengers, followers, and nichers (with market shares of roughly 40, 30, 20, and 10 per cent, respectively). Finally, as a market's number of competitors increases or its demand falls, the market's resources may not be able to support the entire population.
Beyond these basic ideas of biological competition are numerous related ideas. Markets and products evolve over time, with the trend inexorably toward more environmental efficiency, more complexity, and more diversity (Tellis and Crawford, 1981) . Some competitors become extinct, some mutate, some mate, some divorce. For many enterprises, the ability to reproduce rapidly and exactly is a key success factor (McDonalds, as an example). Competitors may only emulate each other; they cannot clone or duplicate each other. Sometimes, a small change in one organism sets off a chain Vikalpa of interrelated changes in many others that greatly impacts an environment.
Strategic Implications of the Biological Model
• Only the fittest competitors survive. Eat or be eaten.
Live high on the food chain. Such adages stress that biological competition is competition to outlast all competitors. Strategies consistent with this idea are combative, aggressive, and central to the con tinuance of the enterprise.
• Competitors must live within environmental con straints and adapt to environmental changes. Con straints on primary and industry resources mean that competitors often succeed or fail based on their abilities to capture or control scarce resources. Con tracts, patents, trademarks, and copyrights are all aspects of strategy that capture or control resources. Changes or transition periods in environments rep resent both problem and opportunity for com petitors. Leaders may find that factors which produced their superior position now come to operate as an anchor. Challengers may find the transition period to be a window of opportunity where their particular skills now show a better fit with market demands (Abell, 1978) .
• Competitors must respect and sustain their en vironments. Global sustainable development in terms of improved efficiency, stabilized popula tion, and restrained consumption offers great prob lem and opportunity for competitors (Business Week, May 11, 1992). Japan's efforts are notable. Tokyo's Research Institute of Innovative Technol ogy for the Earth has a $ 40 million annual budget. Japan uses only 50 per cent of the materials and energy as the US to produce a unit of GNP. On many products, this translates into a 5 per cent cost advantage.
• Competitors in an environment often try to locate themselves in an advantageous position or niche. The niche should be positioned some distance from immediate competitors, with the intent that com petition will be diminished. As examples, many high-tech companies in Hong Kong, Korea, Singa pore, and Taiwan are niched as follows: Hong Kong firms tend to specialize in electronic games, telephones, and audio appliances; Korea's in memory chips, video appliances, and aerospace; Singapore's in digital communications, software, and biotechnology; and Taiwan's in computer peripherals, PCs, and application specific chips (Business Week, December 7,1992).
• Older enterprises have unique advantages over younger enterprises (Henderson, 1983) . Older enterprises have learned a great deal about how to compete and about how their competitors compete. Suppliers and customers in the industry have also learned about these companies by reputation and by experience. Moreover, suppliers and customers are reluctant to alter their knowledge and be haviour unless younger enterprises offer strong in centives. However, advantages of age and experience come at a price. Older enterprises must constantly be on the guard against complacency and against fixation with their existing product and process technologies.
• Enterprises that are most similar to each other will compete most intensively. When one competitor has a clear and visible superiority, competition from the others will be limited (Henderson, 1983) . . As an example, when Kmart enters Singapore in 1994, it will face its stiffest competition not from "Mom & Pop" neighbourhood stores but from Asian firms already entrenched and already using retailing concepts adopted from the US. Kmart is entering Southeast Asia partly because it felt no one competitor-Sogo, Takashimaya, Yao han, Isetanwas dominant (Asian Wall Street Journal, August 17, 1993).
• Competitors that enter a market early generally will grow more rapidly and attain larger size than later entrants. Typically, market shares of pioneers in an industry are some 10 to 20 percentage points higher than their largest competitor, depending on the industry and its maturity (Robinson and Fornell, 1985, Robinson, 1988) . Reasons for the success of early entrants are numerous (Czepiel, 1992) . Pioneers as compared to late entrants find it easier to gain share in the growing market, gain valuable experience, and secure channel participation before competitors, deter potential competitors from entering, set prices to earn profits, and develop loyal customers. However, pioneers face greater uncertainties in terms of changes in technology and greater risks in terms of development costs.
• Competitors and, less frequently, markets can be come extinct. The best defensive strategy is for competitors to focus not on the products and ser vices they produce but on the needs of its customers and the benefits its customers derive from their consumption experience. Products and services may disappear but needs and benefits will endure. As summary, a biological view of competition offers a richness of understanding beyond that of economics. Competitors such as countries, companies, and products now "come alive" with motives, knowledge, skills, and behaviour. Competitors now search for resources, capture and consume these resources, produce products, and produce by-products. Competitors now age, grow, and shrink; they get fat and complacent or get "lean and mean." However, despite this richness, a biological analogy for competitive marketing strategy fails at two fundamental points. Biological competition naturally happens while strategic competition reflects conscious effort (Henderson, 1983) . Biological competition cannot readily account for large changes in strategic competition that sometimes must be made rapidly (Czepiel, 1992) .
Global Competition Model
A global competition model focuses on competitors as they exist in different political and social economies. For example, Samsung, Daewoo, and Sony compete in consumer electronics not just in South Korea but in the US, China, and even Russia. When they compete in South Korea, Samsung and Daewoo have innate advantages over Sony because of who and where they are. When they compete in the US, Sony may have a slight advantage given its experience and knowledge of the market. Competition in China is similar in nature to the US, but with Daewoo having an advantage based on location and on the talent for global marketing possessed by its Chairman, Kim Woo-Choong. (However, if South and North Korea were to form an economic zone, Samsung and Daewoo would have considerable advantage in the short-term, based on North Korea's 8 much lower wage.) Finally, competition in Russia is limited just to Samsung and Daewoo-the Japanese are currently avoiding the former Soviet Union.
Such a model of competition sees competitors against backdrops of geography, history, governments, political policies and actions, economic systems, and social systems. Thus, strategic competition inside one social-political unit differs from that inside another; lessons learned in one unit may not transfer to the other. Strategic competition in several social-political units keeps this point and adds the idea that .competitive "identities" change from unit to unit. A company that is a leader in one market may be a laggard in another. Nestle, for example, has a 60 per cent market share for its instant coffee in Japan but less than a 30 per cent share in the US. Diversity leads to countries having absolute as well as comparative advantages, identified in economic theory as deriving from relationships between costs of production. However, advantages in product quality, product performance, advertising, and research and development are also possible (Porter, 1986, p 37) . No matter what the source of the advantage may be, the general principle is clear: production of particular goods and services should take place in countries possessing the advantage(s); trade between countries will achieve cost and production efficiencies. It should be noted that some initial impetus for globalization came from perceptions of advantages in labour cost. However, more current views hold that a country's labour cost advantages tend to disappear quickly and that a better impetus is the country's long-term market potential.
Other than absolute and comparative advantage, why identify a globalization model of competition? A number of reasons. The last decade has seen an incredible change in communication technology, permitting a firm to have different locations for manufacturing, engineering, research and development, marketing, and finance. Communication technology such as satellite transmission of TV signals also has made many consumer markets more homogeneous. Larger, more homogeneous markets offer scale economies and high profits. Also adding to homogeneity, many managers around the world have received formal training in management methods (from universities, institutes, or McKinsey & Company) using concepts and analyses from the US. With the collapse of the USSR, new market opportunities and new comVikalpa petitors have emerged almost overnight. GATT negotiations have brought about liberalizations of international trade policy, stimulating trade and heightening competition.
All these changes mean that managers today must think globally even if they act only locally. Almost all small and medium scale enterprises already face international competition in varying degrees in their local markets. This competition will only increase. Consequently, many small and medium scale enterprises have begun to think and act internationally by exporting, licensing, or forming joint ventures abroad. Some of these enterprises will soon find it beneficial to shift from this "part-time" international orientation to a "fulltime" orientation, first seeing neighbouring markets as attractive as their own and then looking at more distant possibilities. It can be done-approximately 15 per cent or $ 43 billion of Japan's total foreign investment is accounted for by businesses having fewer than 500 employees (Asian Wall Street Journal, August 25,1993) .
Strategic Implications of the Globalization Model
• The globalization model of competition highlights the importance to marketing strategy of knowing local market conditions. However, the value of this knowledge may disappear in a moment with the entry of a large multinational who changes the fundamental nature of an industry. Competition switches abruptly from competition of quantity and price to competition "from the new com modity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization-competition which commands a decisive cost or quality ad vantage and which strikes not at the margins of profits and outputs of the existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives" (Schumpeter, 1942, p 84) . In short, competition in a global model is ever changing-from directions and sources that are extremely difficult to anticipate. Strategy under such conditions must emphasize the firm's en vironmental monitoring, anticipation, flexibility, quick reactions, efficiency, and most importantly, delivery of value to its customers.
• Specific strategic options available to firms threatened by a multinational entry can be placed into offensive and defensive categories. Enterprises may tend to emphasize defensive strategies. For example, firms may downsize and niche by focus ing on a smaller market segment for which the firm's products and services are ideally suited. The firm might stress superiority in terms of its sales- Vol 19, No. 1, January-March 1994 force and distribution channels, two elements of the marketing mix that multinationals will find difficult to match. The firm might search for its own multinational with whom to enter into a form of partnership-if one multinational enters a market, others are almost certain to follow. The firm might recognize that often its best defensive strategy is a strong offensive strategy.
• Enterprises have a number of available offensive strategies in the face of multinational entry. At a minimum, the firm must recognize that competi tion is about to increase by an order of magnitude and prepare itself for battle. The firm must estimate the strength of its enemy and consider just where his weakness lies, how long the weakness will be permitted to exist, and what actions can be taken when the weakness disappears. The firm might attempt to build strong core brands and core brand images to achieve customer loyalty at consumer and channel of distribution levels. "Flanker" brands and related products can be added to make market entry even less attractive. Hindustan Lever seems to be following such a strategy-it has introduced more brands and brand extensions in the Indian market over the last year than it has in its 100 year history. An offensive strategy will require a capable, loyal, and competitively oriented salesforce. Publicity and advertising may build plat forms on product value and, sometimes, on a "Made in ...." position. Most importantly, the enterprise must develop its own reputation as a formidable competitor. It must innovate, take chan ces, and attack the invader.
• Marketing strategy may rely to some degree on absolute and comparative advantages present in the local market. However, such advantages fre quently diminish or disappear quickly in the face of strategic competitive advantage. Porter (1986, p 38 ) makes the point nicely: "Many forms of compe titive advantage for the global firm derive less from where it performs activities than from how it per forms them on a worldwide basis; economies of scale, proprietary learning, and differentiation with multinational buyers are tied not to countries but to the configuration and coordination of the firm's worldwide system." In other words, marketing strategy should emphasize first effectiveness, then efficiency.
• Enterprises should seek markets either for export or entry where their existing successful strategies appear to "fit" local conditions. Such markets would demand a similar product, react similarly to com-mon promotion activities, and possess similar channels of distribution. Such markets should also have similar infrastructures and be in similar stages of economic development. These and other similarities permit the firm to better coordinate marketing activities via transfer of know-how, to sequence product entries and marketing programmes, and to organize for best results (Takeuchi and Porter, 1986, P 141).
• International or global marketing strategies fre quently involve coordination in the domestic or foreign market either with one or more coalition partners or with the firm's wholly owned sub sidiaries. Coordination of key activities performed in different countries is a key element in determin ing the success or failure of a global or international marketing strategy effort (Porter, 1986, pp 30-32) . Coordination can: encourage the development and sharing of expertise among dispersed units, allow the firm to achieve a unified brand image and reputation, and permit the firm to respond to shift ing comparative advantages by moving activities easily from one unit to another (thereby enhancing the firm's leverage with local governments). In short, coordination itself can become a prime source of competitive advantage.
• Marketing managers must constantly take efforts to overcome barriers to globalization erected by their own firms. Sometimes, barriers will be in the form of centralized policies and procedures that limit creativity or communication. Sometimes, barriers will be political, as when units in a firm compete with each other by withholding valuable informa tion. Sometimes, barriers will be in the form of prejudices and biases between units or between headquarters and units. Removal of these barriers by suitable means should be one of the highest priorities for marketing managers operating in a global environment.
• The scope of marketing strategy expands when going from domestic to global orientation. Added target markets include politicians and agencies in national and local governments, mass media, and coalition partners (including subsidiaries). Market ing strategy still relies on product, price, distribu tion and promotion decisions, and investments. However, public relations and publicity often oc cupy a more prominent role than in domestic markets.
• While international and global markets often tempt managers to adopt a country-tailored strategy aimed at diverse segments in countries viewed as disparate, strategic competitive advantage is more easily obtained by developing universal products aimed at universal segments found in homogeneous country groups (Takeuchi and Porter, 1986, pp 142-143) . Universal products, universal segments, and homogeneous country groups permit: (1) economies of scale in production, advertising, packaging, and servicing and (2) coordination efficiencies described in sixth section above. Universal products and packages need hot be identical; they can differ in style or features and still not harm scale economies or coordination. Similarly, universal segments need not be identical in all respects from market to market.
As summary, a globalization model of competition represents a current view. The model adds complexity to preceding models in terms of many variables previously not discussed: cultures, histories, business practices, currencies, market entry "red tape," distance, and time. Strategy is seldom simple in a globalization model.
Social-Psychological Competition Model
A social-psychological model of competition focuses on the collective mental makeup of competitors, either alone or as part of a "championship team." Parallels come from sports, games like championship chess, and folklore:
Two boys were walking along a trail in a jungle when they suddenly came upon :, hungry tiger. While the tiger eyed them for a moment, one of the boys took out his running shoes from a knapsack and began to put them on. In a hurry. The other boy looked on in disbelief and said, "How stupid can you be! Do you think that you can outrun the tiger?" Said the first boy, "Oh no. I only have to outrun you!" Such a statement captures the essence of competition at the social-psychological level. To win, competitors need to know themselves, their fellow competitors, and the "rules of the game." They need knowledge and skills, creativity and a customer focus, and a winning attitude.
Knowledge and skills go hand in hand. Competitors acquire knowledge about strategy and tactics in their industries from personal experience, trade publications, consultants, professional meetings, and each other. However, all this knowledge is as arid as know-ing the number of paper clips in a box-unless the knowledge can be applied. Such is the domain of skills, the manager's ability to make decisions, and to take action. Competitors acquire skills from practice, coaching, and competing. Together, knowledge and skills (along with goals and strategy) are part of each competitor's preparation to win.
To win requires creativity and a customer focus. To see this, consider two ways to develop strategic competitive advantage. One way may be termed "linear" (Chaffee, 1985) : the enterprise sets long-term goals and allocates its resources to achieve these goals. It studies competitors and consumers, segments markets, chooses attractive target markets, designs marketing mixes to satisfy these targets, delivers these mixes, and monitors results. All this is linear, logical, and left brain in origin. Contrast this with the creativity and customer focus shown in the following example (Ohmae, 1988) :
A Japanese appliance company was trying to develop a new coffee percolator. Executives wondered if they should follow the designs of General Electric or Philips and how much faster the new percolator should be. Ohmae urged them instead to ask different questions-Why do people drink coffee? What are they looking for when they do? Consumers came back with one dominant answer, "Good taste." Ohmae then asked the company engineers what they were doing so that the design would make coffee with good taste and what factors influence the taste of coffee. No one knew.
After a little research, engineers uncovered three factors-coffee beans, water temperature, and water quality. So, they designed a percolator with a built-in dechlorinator and a built-in grinder. All consumers had to do was pour in water and add beans; the machine would do the rest. Great tasting coffee was assured.
Ohmae concluded that conventional approaches would not have solved the problem. Merely beating GE or Philips in terms of speed or capacity would not have created strategic competitive advantagecompetitors would soon match or beat any design. And, asking consumers if they wanted coffee in 7 minutes instead of 10 would have also led to a dead end-of course, they wanted coffee quicker. Besides, if speed were the only issue, market research would say that instant coffee was the only way to Go.
What is a winning attitude? Fundamentally, it is a belief in self and in the product or service that you market. It is a belief that you can win, that you are better than all competitors, and that you have the will to win. Chi-Chu Chen of Taiwan's International Commercial Bank describes this will from the perspective of the Taiwanese:
What is the difference between Taiwan and unsuccessful poor countries? My conclusion is that we are economic animals, probably the greediest people on earth. The most important thing is to give the man in the street an incentive to work. Here self-interest has been given a free rein (The Economist, 1991, p 4).
Indeed, the whole of Southeast Asia is known for its optimism and its readiness to work hard to ensure that life will get better.
Strategic Implications of the Social-Psychological Model
• To achieve strategic competitive advantage you must be able to think analytically and yet creatively about your company, your customers, and your competitors. Your aim is to create a strategy that exploits your unique strengths as a competitor in creating long-term customer satisfaction.
• A company's marketing strategy can intimidate its competitors. Good marketing strategies position a company such that its competitors want to avoid a head-on attack. Its product may be so superior, its sales force so outstanding, and its customers so satisfied that competitors will focus instead on each other (or on other markets). Thus, a company's best marketing "battles" are the ones that are never fought.
• One must know the character, attitudes, motives, capabilities, and habitual behaviour of a competitor if you wish to have an advantage. As an executive described his competitive counterpart, "I know him from when we were together at GE. I know how he thinks, how he worries, how he plans. I know what he's doing right now and can predict what he'll do once our strategy becomes known." In The Art of War, the famous military strategist Sun Tzu says, "Know the enemy and know yourself, and in a hundred battles you will never be in peril." • One must know as accurately as possible just what your competition has at stake (Henderson, 1979 Vol. 19, No. 1, January-March 1994 to do. Desperate competitors take desperate actions.
• One should choose competitors to attack and to avoid. Most ,of the time it is best to attack com petitors against which you think you have-a good chance of winning. However, every so often you must compete against a superior opponent-how else will you ever become a better competitor? Be sides, you just might win and you almost certainly will learn from the experience.
• One should build a company around people who like to compete and who like to win. A sales manager at Procter & Gamble in the US recruits and hires only student athletes from NCAA Division I universities. "For entry level sales positions, they are the best competitors," he explained. "They may not be the smartest kids on campus but they are probably the most dedicated. How else could they compete for four years and still earn a degree? They know what hard work means and they know what it takes to win." He might also have added that they take direction or coaching very well and constantly seek to improve their skills.
• Getting to the top is one thing; staying there is another. Almost all competitors (countries, com panies, products, people) seem to have difficulty maintaining a leadership position for an extended period of time. Partly, the difficulty may be due to a failure of a competitive advantage to be sus tained-other competitors copy or out-engineer the advantage and it disappears. Partly, the difficulty is a matter of attitude and hard work (it certainly should not be a matter of resources). Companies that overcome the difficulty sometimes are called "killer competitors." They hold the attitude that capturing the 80th share point in a market is every bit as important as capturing the 20th.
• Competitors need regular feedback on the success or failure of their strategies and their competitors' strategies. Individuals cannot excel unless they know how well or how poorly they are doing.
• Good or great individual competitors sometimes make poor competitors on a team. For a team to succeed means having "team players," who can control their egos, ambitions, and action for the good of the team. Successful teams also have good leaders, good coaches, and good strategies. Good strategies capitalize on each team member's unique ability to the fullest.
In sum, a social-psychological model of competition focuses on individuals, either alone or as integral members of a team. Thus, knowledge, skills, creativity, and attitudes lead to superior strategy. Winners think, sacrifice, take chances, compete aggressively, and persevere. Losers react, let emotion influence their decisions, lack tenacity, and blame others.
Conclusions
This paper has focused on four models or views of competition-economic, biological, globalization, and social-psychological. Each model helped understand competition as a complex social and individual phenomenon and led to nine strategic implications for marketing managers.
A review of the paper produces these conclusions:
• All models are needed for a rich view of competi tion. No one model is complete. No one model is superior.
• Other models than the four described here exist; they may be as helpful in understanding competi tion and in producing strategic insights as those discussed. For example, elements of competition can be found between siblings, theories, religions, ideologies, governments, and universities.
• Knowledge of competitors-as economic units, biological organisms, global entities, or individuals on a team-is a requisite for good strategy. In turn, good strategy is a requisite for sustainable competi tive advantage. The linkage between knowledge and strategy is more an art than a science, relying much more on creativity and intuition than on mechanical processes.
• Some generalities about competition and strategy emerge from the four models. Competition in a market can range from nil to intense, will be highest between like competitors, and can injure or destroy competitors. Strategies must reflect a competitor's environment, should target niches to avoid, com petition, will face great difficulty producing longterm competitive advantage.
